


GEORGE FETHERS & CO

SERVICE EXCELLENCE

George Fethers have been inspiring people to create beautiful interiors and 
exteriors since 1865.  

Over the past 150-years we have worked closely with some of Australia’s 
leading architects, interior designers and builders, supplying products and 
materials of the highest level of performance and aesthetics.  

Our stunning range of timber floors and veneers has made us the supplier 
of choice for designers seeking to create magazine worthy homes, whilst our 
glass products are adorning many of Melbourne’s most iconic buildings. 
We work on your schedule 

We understand how valuable time is, both for you and your clients. That is 
why we take pride in our efficient service delivery that ensures your samples 
arrive promptly around your request. 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

At George Fethers we are dedicated to environmentally sound practices in all 
of our actives and areas of trade. Sustainability becomes especially important 
in our work with timber.

In the past few years we have seen a growing interest from our customers to 
evaluate the environmental impacts of their purchase. 

We are proud of our chain-of-custody certification for both FSC or PEFC and 
we encourage customers to contact us directly to discuss the various choices 
of certified products available. 

As a family business currently in its fourth generation we are committed 
to ensuring that the materials we cherish today will be here for future 
generations to enjoy.



Maison Bespoke Collection: 
290 French Natural Oiled Oak



Maison Bespoke Collection: 
290 French Natural Oiled Oak



Easy Cleaning 
- Remove dust 
- Use WOCA Floor Soap
- Clean with a damp cloth or mop

Simple Maintanance
- Basic Maintenance is conducted by mopping floor with WOCA 
 Oil Refresher. Recommended to apply quarterly for residential   
 and annually for commercial properties.
- No sanding needed
- WOCA Maintenance Paste helps strengthen and restore 
 original surface. Recommended to be applied annually for 
 residential and twice a year for commercial properties*. 
 *Pending sequence of traffic

Underfloor Heating Compliant
- George Fethers’ floors are glued directly onto a heated slab to   
 maximise heat transfer. We guarentee you a beautiful, warm   
 floor.

Moisture Resistant
- Resilient and robust against moisture ingress. 

Environment: Earth & Living
- 100% Hardwood FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified   
 available on  request. 
- George Fethers’ Timber floors are free of harsh chemicals. 
- Low VOC emission and low Formaldahyd emission.

Quality Warranty
- No cupping
- No rotting
- No splintering

Direct Fix Installation
- A moisture barrier is applied to the concrete slab and then the   
 George Fethers’ timber is glued down. 
- George Fethers’ recommends Direct Fix installation to achieve   
 the best outcome. 
- Suitable for our Maison, Chevron and Herringbone Collections

Floating Installation
- Black plastic is laid forst on the bare concrete slab to help prevent  
 moisture from penetrating the flooring. 
- Following this, comes the underlay. 
- Once this has been laid, the George Fethers’ timber laminate or   
 engineered floor board follow. 
- Suitable for our Urbis Collection.

Bullnose
- Matching solid nosing for stair detail available.

GEORGE FETHERS BENEFITS AND FEATURES

FLOORING



MAISON BESPOKE COLLECTION

Combining the charm and stunning look of a wider board with superior 
strength and stability, MAISON BESPOKE is the perfect choice for those 
seeking a timeless look. 

This exclusive timber flooring range comes in a variety of colours, board 
grades and dimensions, making it suitable for both residential and 
commercial applications.

GRADE OPTIONS
Select: A sleek, clean grading with very few knots and variations visible.
Traditional: A modest feature grade that includes veins and knots. 
Provincial: Our most rustic grading showing the natural appearance of the 
timber.
 
BOARD OPTIONS
190 x 14.2 x 1820   Traditional
190 x 22 x 1820  Select
240 x 14.2 x 2140  Provincial
290 x 22 x 2440   Provincial

Bancroft Grey

Smoked Coal

Sovereign GreyPasley Grey Semi Smoked

Grey PatinaSlate GreySmoked TobaccoBrazil Brown

Natural

MAISON COLLECTION

MAISON is a prestigious flooring range crafted from the finest French 
and Australian Species Oak and suitable for high-end residential and 
commercial projects.

MAISON is available in an array of rich oil colours, some that create a 
sleek, stylish and minimal feel and some of a more traditional, rustic 
appearance. 

All boards are pre-finished using natural oils, which enhance the 
beautiful oak grain, protect and seal the timber and eliminate the need 
for further estapol coatings.

MAISON is comprised of three layers and can be installed over existing 
timber, concrete or any other suitable substrate.

GRADE OPTIONS
Select: A sleek, clean grading with very few knots and variations visible.
Traditional: A modest feature grade that includes veins and knots.

BOARD OPTIONS
190mm x 14.2 x 1820 



BLACKBUTT

A traditional blonde floor with subtle natural features.
Blackbutt is an Australian hardwood sourced product 
from NSW Sustainable forest. 

Grade: Traditional



BURNT BRASIL

Rich, chocolate tones. The colour depth comes from the reactive 
stain process which enhances natural tannins in the french oak 

timber.

Grade: Traditional



NOIRE

Rich, black tones with subtle warmth

Grade: Traditional



CROCODILE GREY 

Exhibits a beautiful olive and grey undertone. This colour 
depth comes from the reactive stain process which enhances 

the natural tannis in the french oak timber.

Grade: Traditional



DARK SMOKED OAK 

Kiln smoked french oak that is darkened naturally. The colour 
is represented through depth of the top layer, offering a rich, 
dark floor.

Grade: Traditional



FLAXEN OAK

Lightly coloured natural tones enhanced with organic 
pigments.

Grade: Traditional



FUMED ARCTIC

Cool, grey undertones enhanced with subtle lime wash.

Grade: Traditional (shown below) or Select



GREY STONE

Heavy grey reactive stains create a depth and tonality 
across the floor.

Grade: Traditional



SABLE OAK 

A warm, rich, dark base. Each board has a natural variation 
enhanced by natural grain.

Grade: Traditional



SCANDIA WHITE

Stark Scandinavian white appearance.

Grade: Traditional or Select (shown below)



SEMI FUMED 

Rich natural coloured organically kilned and fumed to 
enhance the natural luster of the French Oak timber.

Grade: Traditional



SMOKED NARVIK 

Subtle aurbergine undertone with strong depth of colour. The 
floor exhibits medium variation from board to board.

Grade: Traditional or Select (shown below)



SPOTTED GUM

Deep browns and subtle red colours. This floor is from 
NSW hardwood forest and is naturally oiled.

Grade: Traditional



WARN CHESTNUT

An aged antique appearance with natural French Oak 
grain, complimented by subtle warmed stain.

Grade: Traditional



GHARIAL GREY

JASPER GREY

LAX SILVER OAK

NATURAL CHALKED

NORTH BLACK

NORTH GREY

URBIS COLLECTION

URBIS is an architecturally inspired collection timber flooring suitable for 
large multi-residential developments. 

This range of pre-finished engineered floors is available in a variety of 
colours and predominantly finished in Ultra Matt.

This collection is generally installed as a floating floor atop an approved 
acoustic underlay.

GRADE OPTIONS 
Select: A sleek, clean grading with very few knots and variations visible.
Traditional: A modest feature grade that includes veins and knots.

BOARD OPTIONS
190 x 14.2 x 1820 

MAISON COLLECTION CONTINUED

Chalked Oak

Charred Oak Cinder Oak

Dapple OakBlonde Oak Ghost  Oak

Milan Oak

Sandwash Oak Ultra 
Matte

Shadow Oak

Spotted Gum

Warehouse Oak



CHEVRON COLLECTION

The distinctively patterned CHEVRON timber floor adds warmth and 
timelessness to any environment where it features. 

CHEVRON’s look is created by placing equally sized pieces of timber 
boards in a mesmerising zigzag pattern along a perfectly straight axis.

Stunning in a residential and commercial setting alike, CHEVRON 
strikes the perfect balance between bold and minimal. 

Most popular products (can we please put this into the catalogue section)

GRADE OPTIONS 
Traditional: A modest feature grade that includes veins and knots.

BOARD OPTIONS
320 x 65 x 45 – Cut on a 45-degree angle

Classic Oiled Dark Smoked OakSemi-Fumed

HERRINGBONE COLLECTION

The enchanting herringbone pattern has been used by weavers, craftsmen 
and artists for thousands of years and is still a favourite amongst interior 
designers today.

Our charming HERRINGBONE flooring collection is composed by 
arranging French Oak hardwood boards in a repeated geometrical 
pattern, creating a striking visual effect. 

This truly timeless design works well in residential, as well as 
commercial settings. 

GRADE OPTIONS 
Traditional: A modest feature grade that includes veins and knots.

BOARD OPTIONS
150 x 15 x 900

Pasley Grey Bancroft Grey Soverign Grey Natural Semi Smoked

Smoked Tobacco Brazil Brown Slate Grey Grey Patina Smoked Coal



WARRANTY

George Fethers offers warranties on commerical and residential flooring 
products. Please contact your George Fethers respresentative for more 
information.

MAINTAINANCE GUIDELINES

All George Fethers’ Pre-Finished Timber Flooring products are designed to 
last a lifetime. 

George Fethers recommends the following simple cleaning and maintanance 
guidelines to enhance the life of your timber floor:

CLEANING TIPS

1. String mop or vacuum can be used to remove dust and dirt without   
 scratching the floor.
2. After dusting, we recommend using WOCA Floor Soap (available 
 from George Fethers & Co +619646 5266) and a damp cloth for cleaning.
3. If you need to use a mop to clean the floor, ensure the mop is well   
 wrung to limit moisture sitting on the floor.
4. The WOCA Floor Soap is designed to be used with George Fethers   
 wood floors - do not use harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaning    
 agents. 

MAINTENANCE TIPS

- George Fethers offers products specifically designed to enhance the   
 lustre and longevity of their floors:
- WOCA Oil Refresher is a product recommended for  
 regular nourishing cleaning. Residential use: Quarterly; Commercial   
 use: Monthly*. 
- WOCA Maintenance Paste prepares the surface for  
 maintenance, building up a sacrificial layer of protection over the 
 timber. Residential use: Annually; Commercial use: Twice a Year*.
- Before maintenance treatment, always clean with WOCA Floor Soap   
 first.

*Pending sequence of traffic

Please contact your George Fethers’ representative for more information.

VENEER



LIGNAPAL VENEER COLLECTION

LIGNAPAL is a range of pre-finished natural timber veneers, enhanced by 
state-of-the-art European factory finishing designed to showcase the natural 
warmth and beauty of real timber. 
Finished with an acrylic polyurethane durable coating available in over 30 
different colours and shades, the LIGNAPAL collection has something to 
suit all styles, tastes and environments. 
The acrylic coating potentially makes LIGNAPAL more durable than 
conventional veneers.

Laminate Size:  3050 x 1220mm
Pressed Board Size : 3000 x 1200mm

Usual Format: 18mm MDF; 1.2mm liner back (black or white)
G1S (Good one size) & G2S (Good two size)

Edging
50LM Unglued Pre-Finished
24LM Unglued Pre-Finished
1.5mm thick

Oak Crown 
Sandblasted

Oak Rift White 
Wash

Pippy Oak

Swan OakSwan Oak Limed

Oak Brown LimeOak Green Wash

Oak Limed

Oak Sandblasted

Oak White Wash

Oak Rift Onyx Oak Rift Swamp

Swan Oak Grey

Swan Smoked Oak

Swan Smoked Oak 
Limed

AmazaoueSmoked Oak Limed

Smoked Oak 
Sandblast

WalnutOak Rift

Ironbark

Beamwood Oak 
Naturel

Beamwood Oak 
Greyed

Tasmanian 
Blackwood

Blackbutt Stirling Grey Oak

Beamwood Oak 
Smoked

Spotted Gum

Beamwood Oak 
Copper



NATURAL TIMBER VENEER COLLECTION

NATURAL represents the most efficient means of expressing the aesthetic 
value of timber. George Fethers NATURAL veneer is generally 0.6mm thick, 
making it possible to produce up to 10,000m2 of veneer from one tree.

With only the highest quality logs available in a given species, each log is 
sliced to maximise the visual appeal of the finished product.

Board Sizes ranges between: 2400 x 1200mm and 3600 x 1200mm
*Pending stock availability

NATURAL Veneer can be supplied as flitch or pressed on board.  

Ash White CC Ash White Rift Birch Quilted

Farm Forestry Vic 
Ash 

Maple American 
CC

Maple American 
QC

Sycamore CCSycamore Figured 
CC

Sycamore Figured 
QC

Sycamore QC

Aspen Euro CC

Aspen Euro 
Quarter

Chestnut European 
QC

Eucalypt CC

Eucalypt QCMaple Birdseye Willow FiguredWorm Maple

Chestnut European 
CC

Eucalypt Figured

Anegre RealtecBeech Euro CC Beech Euro Rift

Birch Curly

Birch Snow

Cherry Euro Rift Cherry Fireland

Elm Japanese QC

Eucalypt Red Heart

Walnut American 
CC

Walnut American 
QC

Walnut Euro Rift

White Oak CC

Zebrano

Mahogony 
Honduras

Myrtle Figured
Oak European CCPine Huon

Myrtle Tasmanian Oak Swan
Oak European RiftOak Pippy

Oak Stringy Bark

Myrtle Gum

Pearwood Swiss



Atlantic JarrahCherry American 
CC

Ebony Macassar

Myrtle Flame

Palisander Santos Oak Smoked CC

RE-TONED VENEER COLLECTION

Our RETONED collection is made up of a beautiful range of natural 
timber veneer that has been through a colour toning process to alter 
the pigmentation. The veneer is then immersed in liquid to remove 
pigment allowing a new tonality to be introduced. 

RETONED gives you access to colours not normally found in timber, 
whilst retaining its natural lustre and texture.

RETONED can be supplied as flitch or pressed on board. 

Flitch
28000-3100mm length
130-250mm wide

Alluvial Oak Charred Oak Cremona Frassino Fumed Oak Crown 
Cut

Fumed Oak 
Quarter Cut

Ghost Gum Quarter 
Cut

Iron Gum Quarter 
Cut

Metal Gum Quarter 
Cut

Nero

Siena Silver Gum Crown 
Cut

Silver Gum Quarter 
Cut

Smoked Black Gum Swamp Gum 
Quarter Cut

Water Gum Quarter 
Cut

Cherry American 
QC

Red Gum

NATURAL TIMBER VENEER COLLECTION CONTINUED

* QC - Quarter Cut
* CC - Crown Cut



LINEA VENEER COLLECTION

LINEA represents a new concept in decorative architectural veneers 
inspired by our love of clean lines. 

This collection represents a bridge between the natural warmth of 
timber and the consistency and precision of a man-made product. 

LINEA is available in various tones, ranging from the light Acero to 
the dark brown Smoked Sapele and is suitable for a wide range of 
interior design applications. 

LINEA can be supplied as flitch or pressed on board. 

Flitch
28000-3100mm length
650mm wide
*Pending stock availability

Acero Cerezo Mogano Noce Smoked Sapele

Bamboo Narrow 
Grain

Bamboo Wide 
Grain

Natural Veneer Collection: 
Retoned Ghost Gum



Lignapal Collection: 
Crown Oak Sandblasted




